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GH5 redirects here. For a digital camera, watch the Panasonic Lumix DC-GH5. Guitar Hero 5Developer (s)Neversoft (s)ActivisionSeriesGuitar HeroPlatform (s)PlayStation 2, PlayStation 3, Wii, Xbox 360ReleaseNA: September 1, 2009: September 11, 2009: September 16, 2009 - music, rhythm mode (s)Single-player, multiplayer Guitar Hero 5 (originally
named Guitar Hero V) is a 2009 music video game developed by Neversoft and published by Motion Activity. This is the fifth installment in the Guitar Hero series. The game was released internationally in September 2009 for PlayStation 2, PlayStation 3, Wii and Xbox 360 consoles. As in the previous title, Guitar Hero World Tour, Guitar Hero 5 is focused on
playing in a group of four, including vocals and vocals. The game is available as a standalone title, allowing players to use existing compatible tool controllers as well as as a package that provides these controllers. Guitar Hero 5 adds several new features, such as drop-in/drop-out play, groups consisting of any combination of available instruments, a
competitive Rockfest mode consisting of several different scoring mechanisms, as well as specific and general challenges to unlock new avatars, clothing and other additional services in the game. Many of these changes have been added to make the game a more social experience, allowing players across a wide range of skill levels to be able to play
together and competitively against each other both locally and online. Guitar Hero 5 track list contains 85 songs by 83 individual artists, and like previous Guitar Hero games, several musicians with works in the game have been modeled through motion capture for playable characters in the game, including Johnny Cash, Carlos Santana, Shirley Manson,
Matthew Bellamy and Kurt Cobain. Players can also create their own character and tool to play. The game continues to support the user-generated music studio featured on the World Tour via GHTunes, and additional downloadable content for the game has also become available. Most of the existing downloadable tracks from World Tour are compatible
with Guitar Hero 5, along with disc-selected tracks from World Tour and Guitar Hero Smash Hits, and songs from the game can also be exported for a fee to play in its sequel, Guitar Hero: Warriors of Rock, and spin-off game Band Hero. The game was well received by reviewers, who appreciated the improvements in the game's availability, allowing players
to immediately jump up and play without wasting too much time in the game menu. The game also sold well, however, it sold about 50 percent of Guitar Hero: World Tour sales, in particular, sold 1.2 million copies on all platforms. Improvements to both career and competitive multiplayer modes were also highlights of the game. However, the game's tracklist
has been recognized wide, and there was controversy over The ability to use Kurt Cobain's avatar to perform in any other song in the game. Gameplay See also: Common gameplay elements in the Guitar Hero series and gameplay in Guitar Hero World Tour Gameplay in Guitar Hero 5 is similar to previous games in the series. Using a special game
controller, players try to match scrolling notes as they appear on the screen along the track note to simulate the playback of rock music and other songs. Tapping the right notes in time with the music increases the player's score and creates a performance meter, while the missing notes will cause the meter to fall. If the meter falls below a certain threshold,
the song will prematurely end with the player being booed from the stage by a virtual audience. Getting ten consecutive notes correctly will add a score multiplier of one, a maximum of four times the original multiplier. Specially marked sections of the song, if completed correctly, help to create Star Power, which can then be activated by action with the
controller to further double the current multiplier (up to 8x). As with guitar Hero World Tour, Guitar Hero 5 supports guitar and bass playing through guitar controllers, drums through the drum controller and vocals through the microphone. Players can also play in groups of up to four local or remote players to form a group by playing together through a song.
While in the World Tour, the group can only have one of each instrument, Guitar Hero 5 allows players to organize any combination of instruments, including all four players on the same instrument, if they choose. While playing in a group, Star Power is now tracked separately for each player, as opposed to a collective for a group like in the World Tour. The
game's new mechanics, called Band Moments, will require all band members to successfully play in sections of the song to win rewards, like a time-thum and visual effects on the screen. The Band Revival meter will appear when the player leaves the song, requiring the other band members to play well as a band together to bring the failed player back into
the game. Otherwise, the song will end prematurely. Game Modes Guitar Hero 5 allows players to start in Band Lobby, from where they can then run into any of the game modes, add other local and remote players to the party, and switch between game modes without having to leave the party or lobby, a significant change in response to the difficulties of
players found in the World Tour. The game supports Career Mode (described below), a quick play mode where players can create a set list of numerous songs and play through them. All songs on the disc and through downloaded content are immediately available for playback in this mode. The game also transfers competitive modes from previous Guitar
Hero games. The game has two new multiplayer modes. First, it's Party Play mode, which same launched after the game Started. During Party Play, the game will automatically be played randomly through available songs. At any time, players can jump with any instrument and start playing this song after choosing their difficulty and hand; Additional players
can also jump, throw, or change their difficulty levels as soon as someone plays in this mode. The second feature is the RockFest mode, which can be played by four players locally or eight online, with several under modes that affect how the game is played and scored. Typically, each song is divided into about 30-second long sections, and players earn
points for their performance over that section based on a specific mode. These points are shown to all players to know how they will deal with others. Players can create a playlist in Rockfest and assign a different mode for each song. RockFest sub-fashions include: Momentum: Starting with the average difficulty, players can increase their difficulty and score
more points by hitting twenty consecutive notes, but will fall back into difficulty if they miss three notes in a row. Streakers: Points are awarded for having streaks of a series of consecutive notes, with the value of further increases for longer bands. Perfectionist: For each section of the song, players are ranked by percentage of the correct hit notes, with the
top player getting the most points. Do or Die: The player is forced to wait until the next section if he misses three notes in the current section of the song. Elimination: After each section of the song, the lowest scoring player is eliminated. However, if a scoring player decides to stay, they can do so. Pro Face-Off: Standard Attack Score Mode, with the highest
score of winning points. The Career mode and Guitar Hero 5 Challenge has a combined single- and multiplayer (both out and online) career mode similar to Guitar Hero: Metallica. Songs in the game are distributed on 13 sites, with all but the first blocked at the beginning. Each venue contains 5 or more specific songs and 1 or more special sponsored
concerts, each with challenges that can be completed along with the game through the song. To unlock other locations, players must collect a number of stars based on their performance by playing individual songs, with each song offering up to 9 stars: up to 5 for the overall scoring performance, an additional star for the perfect performance, and up to 3 to
complete the Song Challenge. Players share the benefits of earning stars for their own profiles, so a player who may have difficulty completing one song on his own can join a group that is able to complete it by benefiting from the gain of stars if they then play on their own or with another group. Guitar Hero 5 presents both songs specific and open gig
challenges that offer the player more rewards for completing certain feats while playing the song. This screenshot challenge for Gamma Gamma song Beck. Guitar Hero 5 introduces Career Challenge mode, which is either tied to specific songs, or allow players to choose a song to meet The Challenge requirements in open concerts. They were created by
Neversoft to allow developers to take advantage of the unique features of many songs and provide another level of gameplay, according to Brian Bright of Neversoft. Each call includes three possible completion levels: Gold, Platinum and Diamond, which simulates the levels of record music sales certification, with Diamond being the most difficult to complete.
Song-specific challenges include both instrument-specific challenges, such as properly vocalizing repeated Fame lyrics at the end of David Bowie Glory, as it moves down into the field, and more general scoring or performance problems either on specific instruments or for the entire group. Outdoor Concert Challenges are presented by sponsors in the game,
and are based on performance aspects such as scoring a certain number of points using Star Power or using a guitar controller whammy bar continuously for a long time. They allow the player to choose any song to complete, with some songs potentially better suited to completing the task. Progress in achieving these goals is shown in the game by a record
counter, which appears when the task is active, and is filled in similarly to the overall measuring account when the player successfully completes the task. Higher completion levels, especially Diamond, can only be possible by playing expert difficulty songs, but players can use the mid-song difficulty adjustment feature to complete them if necessary. All
players are rewarded for completing a task if one of the participants is able to do so, and will be reflected in the career progress of individual players. In addition, players can unlock new avatars, outfits, and other content while completing tasks. Call rewards are used to replace the previous in-game cash reward in previous Guitar Hero games. However, the
PlayStation 2 version does not include this call feature. Instead of making trouble to unlock avatars/content, all you have to do is complete the concert by successfully completing all the songs. Not all concerts have content to unlock, but only those to which a particular unlockable applies (for example, a Johnny Cash concert allows Johnny Cash to be
unlocked as a playable avatar). The Music Studio's music studio has been improved to create their own songs and distribute them through the music service GHTunes. GHMix2.0 allows you to accurately create songs for up to 10 minutes, and includes pre-defined track samples that can be modified based on notes at will. The new Jam mode allows players
to choose from several standard pre-set rhythms, and Play with him on instrument controllers in free form mode; however, players can capture any segment of the segment music and move it to Mix mode to compose a song. Users' songs are then downloaded and downloaded through the GHTunes mode of the music studio. While copyright infringing songs
will still be removed from the service, Neversoft will be less aggressive about this and will rely more on user feedback on such issues. The PS2 version does not support this feature. Characters and Settings After three years of negotiations, Kurt Cobain is a playable character guitar Hero 5. Avatars of famous musicians are part of the game, performing for the
songs of this artist and are available as unlockable characters. Remarkably, Kurt Cobain of Nirvana is a playable avatar; Activision has been trying to get permission to use Cobain's image to play for three years, including obtaining the necessary agreements with Courtney Love, who controls cobain's estate, and Dave Grohl and Universal Publishing, who
control Nirvana's catalog. Cobain's avatar was designed with Love, who provided photos and videos for the design team, and emphasized how she would like Cobain to appear, starting with his appearance in Smells Like Teen Spirit and changing it from there. The avatar includes the design of a T-shirt based on Daniel Johnston's Frogs, which Cobain
popularized. Johnny Cash is also a playable character, with tribute artist Terry Lee Goffe helping provide motion capture for his character. Carlos Santana, Shirley Manson (from Garbage) and Matthew Bellamy (Muse) are also playable avatars, all of whom have performed motion captures for their own avatars. There are also unlockable fictional characters
like Skeleton, Golden God, Shadow, Frankenrocker, and Gerald The Winner of the Contest. Although Activision approached Jon Bon Jovi to appear in the game, Bon Jovi turned down the offer. While the standard character maker is available for all versions of the game, the Xbox 360 version allows players to import their Xbox Live Avatar into the game,
while Freestyle mode on the Wii version of the game allows players to use Miis in the game. Nine characters from previous installments return to this game. They all have a suit that they start with and another 3 can be unlocked by completing tasks. This will also unlock new clothing items for costume for use for users generated by rockers. In addition, while
Gibson no longer sponsors the game, other guitar manufacturers, such as Ibanez, ESP, Paul Reed Smith and Schecter, have lent a semblance of their instruments, allowing new combinations to assemble custom guitars and basses. For the first time, too, sponsored clothing pieces can be used in customization (it's shoes from Vans, Dr. Martens and
Converse) There is no money in the game leaving everything available for use, including unlockables. Tools can also be unlocked for use. Also some clothes can now be In style. There are four styles for each; one shown the other two that had separate elements previous games (with exceptions) and one new one (except). The intended characters outfits
can only be changed and users can only decide what outfit they wear. However, they can still edit their tools. Virtual avatars of real life rockers also cannot be changed in any way, including instruments. The console-specific variations of the Wii version of the game, developed by Vicarious Visions, is a complete parity of features with the Xbox 360 and
PlayStation 3 versions, including support for up to eight online players, each possibly on their own console. Guitar Hero 5 is the first Wii game to support high-capacity SD cards, allowing you to store up to 800 songs on 32GB of cards. While existing Wii Guitar Hero games allow players to purchase downloadable content on one song at a time, Guitar Hero 5
includes the ability to download full albums and song packages. Players can also control the content of their Wii memory cards through the game interface. The game doesn't require players to enter friends' codes, but instead uses the Wii global address book to find friends. The Mii Freestyle mode introduced in the World Tour is also present, and with
changes to solve some problems with less qualified players trying to play well together. Nintendo's Guitar Hero Ecosystem is introduced into Guitar Hero 5, allowing wii versions to communicate with the Nintendo DS, including the DS manager/video editor's controller feature combined with the Mii Freestyle mode, and a new game mode called Roadie Battle.
In Roadie Battle, four players play in two teams; Each team has one player performing the instrument through the Wii, while the other player uses the DS to connect to the Wii and act as a roadie. During the game, roadie players try to sabotage another team by completing mini-games on the DS that affect the musical performance of the other team in a way
similar to Guitar Hero III in combat mode. They can only be cleared by another DS player performing another mini-game. The PlayStation 2 version of the game, developed by Budcat Creations, has less functionality than other versions. In addition to the lack of online games or downloadable content, the game does not include drop-in/drop-out, RockFest
multiplayer, and song problems. A multi-back can't be used to expand the number of controller ports by limiting the game to two guitars, one drum kit and one microphone. Develop four player gameplay where all four play the same instrument on three different challenges. The fifth major entry in the Guitar Hero series was announced in December 2008, with
confirmation of its release by the end of 2009, along with the announcement of other new Guitar Hero titles. Some industry analysts doubted that the proliferation of Guitar Hero games would soon be oversaturated by the market. Guitar Hero spokesman Eric Hollreiser said that studies have shown high demand for different versions. Party Play mode was
inspired by the recognition that past Guitar Hero games have blunted the jump without maneuvering through a number of menus and screens of choice. The mode was designed to be used in public meetings, and was adopted to use any tool controllers that players already had available, allowing for various other combinations outside the standard group of
four. This aspect of the game was then brought to other strip modes to allow the game to remain flexible. The new guitar controller was designed for Guitar Hero 5, sold with a beam with the game, although the option for standalone versions has not yet been determined. Like other Guitar Hero controllers, the guitar-shaped unit has five colored fret buttons
around the guitar's neck, a strum bar to simulate the act of strumming, a whammy bar to change the height of the note, and additional buttons characteristic of the game console for maneuvering through the game menu. The device basically redesigns the World Tour model with a new red finish and includes a touchpad that is further up the neck of the
controller, allowing the player to play notes through tapping or gliding on its surface for specially marked sections on the note track. The Guitar Hero 5 unit has a more accurate and responsive touchpad because of its digitally tracked and with additional tactile responses, a more accurate strum bar, and a trim controller, making it easier to handle with sweaty
hands. The game is still compatible with previous Guitar Hero game controllers, as well as rock band controllers and selected other rhythm games. Promoted as part of the early promotion of the game, the scavenger hunting competition was announced in the last week of May 2009. Players will have to search for articles on specific sites related to the game
to find information about the bands that should be in Guitar Hero 5, and then enter these groups on the game's official website to get a chance to win a series of concert tickets in their area. Thanks to this action, a large number of artists on the final track list have been revealed. A viral video in late July 2009 announced that the last handful of songs for the
game included four walking down a public street, with black censored bars used to cover their bodies but also used to advertise song titles. The video angered Bill O'Reilly, calling the video shameless and the models pinheads. In September 2009, players in the United States who purchase Guitar Hero 5 will be able to redeem the code with the game to get a
free copy of Guitar Hero: Van Halen prior to its retail release with a sticker on the packaging offer (printed if lost), a copy of the receipt and barcode obtained at registration. In addition, in the UK, when pre-ordered Guitar Hero 5 on various websites, you will receive a free copy of Guitar Hero World Tour on request. The TV advert was filmed on the The
mansion and was shown in the 29 November 2009 episode of Girls Next Door. Soundtrack's main article: The Guitar Hero 5 Guitar Hero 5 song list contains 85 songs by 83 different artists. Tracks of 30 artists represent their musical-rhythm-debut video game. Brian Bright, the game project director, called the track list fresh, with 25% of songs released in the
last 18 months and more than 50% in the current decade. Unlike previous versions of the Guitar Hero series, where players have to work in career mode to unlock all the songs in the game, all the songs in Guitar Hero 5 are unlocked and available to play in any mode from the beginning, Bright noted that previously, while Under Pressure by queen and David
Bowie was always the song they wanted in Guitar Hero, they couldn't find the masters for it. However, for Guitar Hero 5, the wizards have since magically appeared and are part of the game's tracklist list. For Nirvana's Lithium, the master recordings did not have the appropriate tracks to create a music track, and they decided to use a live version of the song
from the 1992 Reading Festival, known for the fact that Cobain appeared in a wheelchair at first amid rumors of his lack of health, but revealed that it was a ploy when Cobain went on stage and celebrated the recent birth of his daughter, Frances Bean. The song You and Me from Attack! Attack! was the result of the group winning a competition to be
included in the game. In addition to the songs on the disc, Guitar Hero 5 is the first game in the series that reuse content from previous games. All Jimi Hendrix songs from the 158 World Tour downloadable song content can be imported into Guitar Hero 5 at any cost. In addition, 35 songs from World Tour, 21 songs from Guitar Hero Smash Hits and 61
songs from Band Hero can be imported into the game after paying a small transfer fee; More songs from these games may be available guitar Hero 5 at a later date (including World Tour tracks.) The World Tour and Smash Hits content importation process requires content downloads, as these tracks have been recreated with the support of new Guitar Hero
5 features such as Band Moments. All such imported songs can also be played in Band Hero. Sixty-nine Guitar Hero 5 tracks can be imported into Band Hero. In addition, 39 tracks from Guitar Hero: Metallica can be imported into Guitar Hero 5 and Band Hero. Since september 2010, the sequel Guitar Hero: Warriors of Rock sequel, no additional songs for
DLC has been released, and it is unlikely that any additional songs will ever be offered for Guitar Hero 5. Admission AdmissionAgregigate EvaluationAggregatorScoreGameRankings86.75%-45Metacritic86/100'46'Review AssessmentPublicationScore1Up.comA 5/3 10GameSpot8.5/10 (GameSpy) 51-IGN8.9/10 (PS3/Xbox 360) 9.3 (Wii) Guitar Hero 5 was
well received on Seth Shisel of The New York Times called Guitar Hero 5 the most enjoyable Guitar Hero game in a few years and a generally well-tuned, often exhilarating rock 'n' roll experience. Keza MacDonald of Eurogamer noted that there is simply nothing wrong with Guitar Hero 5, given the various stumbling blocks that the developers have made
from previous iterations of the game, and how developers have continued to find new additions to the game. Reviewers praised the new features in the game to make it easier to play and play music, from simplifying the menu system to accessing each song in all game modes from the start. Eric Brudvig of IGN believes changing the menu to be one of the
best things that Neversoft has done, although the menus are a small part of the game, it removes much of the frustration with The World Tour and other previous Guitar Hero menu systems. Arthur Geiss of GameSpy noted that by simplifying the interface, Neversoft section Guitar Hero to what works and builds from there. Reviewers appreciated the
immediate launch of the game's party mode as soon as the player put the disc in and the ability to go straight into that song through the new menu, and found it to help make the game enjoyable for public meetings. Chris Watters of GameSpot described the mode as affordable, hospitable and delightfully low key. Changes in Career mode, in which players do
not have to stick to the same tool or difficulty throughout, has been well appreciated. Brudvig appreciated how it allows a player to complete a career mode without getting stuck on a song, having to go back to replay the career mode on other instruments, and that with the addition of Song Challenge, provides enough incentive to return to the songs to
improve his performance. The new multiplayer modes in Rockfest, which replaced the more arcade competitive modes, were considered a welcome replacement, as it allowed players of different skill levels to compete honestly with each other, making the game more friendly to the multiplayer experience. However, Matt Helgeson of Game Informer noted that
despite the various RockFest modes, it all comes down to the right record. The track list, although well received for the most part, was recognized as one of the weak features. While Helgeson and others noted that the track list was extremely diverse and for the most part well-chosen, this variety was also recognized as that this diversity works against the
game. Justin Haywald of 1UP.com noted that with a diverse list of tracks, there will be a good chance that players will find songs they loved, but at the same time, will also find songs they hated. Brudwig noted that while the goal was to include a bit of everything, the variety of the track's list ensured that no one sniffs everything on the disc. Guy noted that
while the guitar is a difficulty In career mode, she was strong and better than in previous games, leaving the vocals and promotion of the drummer all over the place, while Shisel considered the vocals somewhat rough compared to The Beatles: Rock Band. Heywald noted that the singing parts of the game are still weak, with poor performance to help the
player's performance, and with the ability of several vocalists performing at the same time, will make it difficult for the player to track his pitch. While reviews praised Activision's efforts to import songs from previous games, the small number of tracks that were available at the launch was at odds with the impression that Activision had made of the pre-release
process. The improvements made in GHTunes were seen as jumping and boundary above the original world Tour offering, although it was still considered too cumbersome for average players. In the week of release in the UK, Guitar Hero 5 became the most acquired title in all gaming systems, defeating The Beatles: Rock Band, which was also released in
the same week in the country. Guitar Hero 5 sales in the U.S. for xbox 360 reached 210,800 units in the first month of release, making it the 9th best-selling title for the month, and 499,000 units were sold on all platforms, comparable to World Tour sales for the first month of 534,000 units. Total U.S. sales revenue in September 2009 was $33 million, mainly
due to the sale of a standalone copy of the game. By the end of 2009, just under 1 million copies of the game had been sold worldwide. Guitar Hero 5 was nominated for Best Family Game from the Academy of Interactive Arts and Sciences. Kurt Cobain's controversy over the inclusion of Kurt Cobain as a playable character in the game was seen by some
reviewers as a strange concept reflecting on the possible impact of the commercialization pressure that played on Cobain's suicide. Shortly after the game's release, it was discovered that once the players unlocked Kurt Cobain's Character Package (as well as for any other famous musicians included), they could use this character for any other song on the
disc, leading to what some thought were Cobain's clumsy virtual performances singing songs from very different genres; The videos created by users of these speeches, which drew attention to this issue, have since been removed by Activision from video-sharing sites such as YouTube. Previous games in the series, featuring famous musicians, also allow
the use of their characters, once unlocked, in other songs, with the exception of Jimi Hendrix in Guitar Hero World Tour, the only posthumous artist appearing in the series before Guitar Hero 5. Some saw it as a scar on Cobain's legacy; Jeff Gerstmann of Giant Bomb commented It's an almost mythical legacy that he left behind, and the way nirvana
catalogue has been protected from commercial interests over the years, which makes this material so harsh on his observation of such performances. Tim Walker of The Independent compared Cobain's posthumous humiliation to the emergence of virtual characters based on live artists who appeared in rhythm music games, saying that deceased artists
don't have the same fair consideration as live artists who can license their images to such rhythm games. Seth Shisel of The New York Times responded to those arguments, but noted that until legal contracts were broken, Cobain and the other artists in the game were too big and too important to be culturally corrupted by simply incorporating into a video
game. Courtney Love on Twitter expressed her anger over Cobain's representation in the game and threatened legal action along with other companies representing Cobain's intellectual property. Love also said she had not received any cash arrangements for Cobain's appearance, in response to comments that she believed Love had sold Activision, and
from Activision CEO Dan Rosensweig's statement, claiming that Cobain's estate had cashed the cheque. Both Dave Grohl and Krist Novoselic made statements without endorsing Cobain's inclusion as an unlockable character in the game, and asked him to be locked only in Nirvana songs, and Jon Bon Jovi, who denied Activis's suggestion to include him in
the game, supports their fears that his image will be used to seed other artists' songs. In response to these allegations, Activision claims to have secured all the proper rights to publish Cobain's image for the game. However, Love's lawyers said the contract should not have allowed Activision to denigrate his image. Joystick noted that the essence of legal
issues revolves around individual law that is defined at the state level in the United States; these rights are currently owned by Love because of her ownership of cobain's property, but may have been revoked in a contract with Activision. Band Hero suffered from a similar problem, as the band No Doubt, the avatars in this game, filed a lawsuit against
Activision because their avatars could be used to play or sing any song in the game. Love told NME magazine that she would join No Doubt in their lawsuit against Activision. Notes to PlayStation 2 by Budcat Creations and are ported to Wii vicarious Visions References - b Guitar Hero 5 Official Press Release!. Never. 2009-05-18. Archive from the original to
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